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Chapter. 1 
INTP..ODUCTION 
Katherine Anne Porter regards Mexico as her 11 familiar 
countryw" Indeed. Mexico in . the ar.t of :this gifted American. 
writer is more ~porttnt; than 9enerally b~~-ieved, . for, _ as 
Willicun Nance says, ''Mexico entered into her earliest work 
as both motivating .force and subje~t matter .. •• 1 
Miss Por.·:ter has traveled extensively in Mexico and 
lived t.l)ere on several occasions. Her highly .developed. artis-
tic sensibility has allowed her to gain more than a mer~ fa-
miltarity with the country • its inhabitants, and its history. 
Naturally, her deep knowled-ge of the .culture is reflected in 
her artistic production, par-t of which is devoted exclusively 
to- Mexico. 
This thesis pres~nts ~ brief ~tudy o·f Miss Porter• s 
fiction which -de.al·s with that country: it attempts tc, demon-
strate a change in the a,uth;;>r•s perspective of it; evinced 
in those stories that have l~exi.co ;as a t;e~ting~ namely, it 
shows how t·1iss Porter starts out deeply involved with the 
culture in the s .tories .. 1-laria Concepcion," .. The Martyr, •• and 
"Virgin Violeta~ •• and how, slowly, the theme of ali.enatio.n 
l'tilliam Nance, ''Katherine ,Anne ~orter and Mex,ico," 
South West Review. Vol. LV. No. 2 (Spring, 1970), p. 144. 
l 
evolv~.s in the stories "Flowering Judas, .. •That Tree ... and 
.. Hacienda.," interpreted as Miss Po·rter• s disillusionment 
with the failure of the Mexican Revolu~ion. 
2 
~nis study intends to contribute to the fi~ld o£ 
Inter:...;American .Studies in the sense that it deals direc:tly 
with inter- cultural relations within the North American con-
t ·lnent and with the .und~rsta-nding be·t:.We~n cultures, seen 
through. the eyes of a. most accomplished writer. If ther.e is 
a person who could be. called truly .int.er-American, Miss 
Por·ter would he the ~rfect model, because she embodies the 
ideals of under~.tanding between t.he different cultures of 
the North American continent. · 
The only critic who has dealt thoroughly with the 
theme of ali~enation in Katherine Anne Porter is Professor 
George Hendrick, of the University of Illinois at Chicago. 
lie dedicates a short chapter to this theme in his. book en-
titled Katherine Anne Porter. other c:r;itics. too numerous 
to name here.,· have studied Miss Porter .. s work on !-texico. 
Their work has ·been helpful in gaining knowledge of the sUb,-
ject and for the gathering .of data. Much of the information 
has been oht.r"\ined from periodicals. in which Miss Porter•s 
interviews have appeared. Many of her artic'les# biographi-
cal or otherwise, . which at one time appeared in period·i.cal 
publications; have been collected in the Colt"ected E.ssays 
.rull! occasiona.l,_ tlritings p.! Katherine Anne .Porter., published 
in 1~70.. Es~c-ially helpful -for the elaboration of this 
work have been the articles of l'lillia-m Nance. ••tcatnerine 
\ · 
3 
,, 
Aruie Po.rte.r and .Mexico"· (South West Revi-ew#. Vol. LV, No. 2. 
Spring, 197.0} and Colin Partridge, . 11My Familiar Country: an 
Dnage or Mexico in the W()rk of Katherine lume Porter" 
{Studies in Short Fiction. N~w})erry College, South Carolina, 
Vol. VII. No. 4, Fall, 1970).. Of special importance is the 
chapter " • Second Country' ; -Katherine Anne Porter," in D.rewey 
Wayne Gunn•s scholarly work American and British Writers .ill 
Mexico ~ 1556..,1973 (Austin: University of Texas Press, 19"14) .. 
As can b.e seen from the date of publication of these ·works, 
the $tudy of Katherine Anne Porter a-nd Mexico has drawn the 
attention of the scholars but lately. 
-rhe thesis is()rganized in the following manner: 
chapt~r one specifiea the pr<:>blem, its relevance and . the 
source of data. Chapter two provides the historical hack-
ground for the work. 'It is imperative that the reader be 
familiarized "'H'i·th ~'le period of the Mexican Re~olution i...'1 
order to \mderstand the problem. better, and. to understand 
the change in Mis(; Porter's perspective .. . The chapter begins 
with a description of the Porti::io Dia~ regime and ends 
roughly .in 1920... Miss Porter arrives in Mexico in 1921. to 
the echoes of the events recounted in the ·historical ,cver- . 
view • . 
Chapter ,·three, a biographical sketch of Miss Porter, 
familiarizes ·the reader with the author• s life. In this 
brief study., essential for the understanding of the work, 
emphasis· falls on two factors:. Miss Porter's l-1exican exper.i- · 
enee, and the difficulty o£ obtaining biographica-l material 
' j 
' 
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on her. to distinguish fact from f.i.c.tion. 
Chapter four provides a critical analysis of the 
• I . 
Mexican stories. The first three stories analyzed in that 
c:})apter manifest Miss Por.ter• s ver.satility in the Mexican 
milieu. which is seen "·from inside:•• she walks as easily 
Mar.ia Concepc.ion and. Ju~n V"illegas• . path as she d~es that of 
the M¢xican a~tis~, or sit$ at ea$e in th~ liV'ing roorn of an 
aristocratic and enclosed family, like a ghost that has lived 
there £or generations. free to watchMamacita doze off ~ith 
Violeta's head on her lap. free to listen to Blanca reading 
Carlos's poetry. 
The chapter· shifts then to the stories that deal with 
the theme of alienatio~... The abrupt change is intentior.al~ 
becaus~ to e.ntablish exactly when the gradual. (if inde~d it 
was _gradual) change of. perspective in Miss Porter• s vie"l'l 
occurred is i.Jnpossible. In these stori.es the nmllher of 
alienated ·people· be:c:omes gradually larger: in "Flowering 
Judas., .. . r.,a-q.ra:· in "That Tr~e." , ~iriam and the journ,"llist; 
in ".Ha.cicnda,.. a host o£ characters. It is the nu.~~r of 
the disengaged characters iJl · the alienation stories that 
has s1.1.gqcstcd t:hat the change of perspective in Miss Porter• s 
real life was gradual" that her d-iscontent with the r.esults 
of the Revolution grew with the passing of tinte. until she 
becar.t~ completely disillusioned about the movem·ent. 
Chapte.J; five briefly analyzes and summarizes the 
thesis. It reinforces the work by drawing upon the contents 
of sotne of the author•s non-fiction works on Mexi~o• 
I )' 
l 
I 
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Chapter 2 ; , 
A BRIEF OVE.RVIEt~ OF tlEXICAN HISTORY, l9l'G-l920 
. 
The Mexican Revolution arose as a countermovement 
a-gainst the regime of Pe>rfirio Diaz# who ruled ·Mexi.~o · fr.o~ 
i876 to i9ll (exce_pt for a four-year period from 1880 to 
1884).. During this long span of time, D-iaz made . sure that 
the conte:ri4ing forces that had· existed. in M~xico since i tis 
independence in l8l0would not be able to becom~ too pow~r­
ful and therefore a threat to his rei~n. By playing one 
fac~ion aga:inst the other. he shrewdly manipulated them so 
they coul-d not· interfP-re with his program of government .. 
His era~ known. as the years of Diazpo:tism, \'las also 
the time of tl1e great •texican ·peace: but the , price paid was 
high. for Diaz• s sov.ezon1nent . neglected the rnass"¢s of 1-!exi co. 
His philcs()phy of Qan .2. . palo ~mea~t that all dissatisfied· 
would be gi\~en concessions in land. monopolies, o:r cash if. 
they cooperated, but if they refused,, the palo (clu-b) would 
he Wielded mercilessly. TllU~h the commercial rep:te!;lenta-
tives of ·the United States, F.rancc, Germany# and Great 
Britain, aloii9' with the .Mexican businessmen, l.andowners, 
clergy and army,. accepted the fa.vors of the d·i"cta tor .l 
------·-
lRc.nald Atkin ; .Revolution! Mexico 1910~20 (New 
York.: The John Day company. :Iri(::., 1970}, . pp.. 16-18. 
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Diaz organized a tight ~ystem: · he controlled 
Congress: he personally appointed· t~e state governors- . 
who in turn appointed the ••.Jefes Po~liticos~ .. t}le local 
political ·chiefs. 'With the bandits that roamed the Mexi-
can countryside who joined bis ranks, ·he formed the 
Guardia Rural., the Mexican version of a monnted police •. 
Diaz. al~o contro·lled the judiciary: the 1aw was lenient 
to all the favori.tes of the President, but not to the 
unde:rprivil~ged of Mexico, for whom neither justice nor 
peace prevailed durihq the Diaz regime- Also, the press 
was effectively shu·t uP and neutralized as a means of 
arousing the popular opinion aqainst · the government. 
l'n short. J)iaz brought every facet of· the Mexican 
6 
social and political structure under his personal .con·i;:.:ol. 
While he maintained the bureaucratic structure of a . demo-
cratic government" all the author.ity was in fact vested in 
his person. Abolishin-g a . constitutional provision. aga-inst 
re-election, he made sure that he ·would win the elections 
following the one of 1884. 
I.n the following tweney-seven years of i>iaz•s reign 
the railroads expanded, the mining ind·~stry flourished, and 
finally, with the discovery of oil, on the east coast, Mexico 
.began its period of .industrialization. 
Diaz ·dedicated his energy to develop his country, 
but nevertheless failed to develop his people. The seeds 
of discor.tent took hold because of the very na.ture «;>£ his 
system, and quickly and irreversibly ·spread in a .soil that 
i 
I· 
! 
" 
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had been rendered · fe·rtile by the excesses of the government. 
Stanley Ros.s writes: 
.Mexico. at th.e ·turn of. t)le century• -groaned under 
a political dictatorship which intensified the bur(len 
of an institutional heritage-dating back to th~ Span-
ish Empire and aggravated problems b:t" sup~rimposing 
an exploftive foreign capitalism. Neglect and suppres-
sion of the masses and disdain for the. Indian popula-
tion found its rationale .in foreign i deolog:i,.es , whi·le 
the regime•q policies p€!rpetra,t~d a neo-colonial 
structure and intensifi ed an ex.:trem:ely dependent 
economy in a nation which theoretically ·had ach:teved 
independence ~ century before, when it severed .. its · 
connections with Spain during the war f(Jr Independence. 2 
Sine:e the .coloni al period, the Indians had obtained 
their living from small communal farms called .. ejidos. .. In 
1856 the "ley Lerdo~· divided the "ejidos.. into simple :P,old-
ings that were g·iven to individual Indians. These~· unused 
to private ownersbip of the land ·, fell easy prey to unscru-
pulous hacienda owners or other seekers of cheap land. 
. ' 
·nuring the time of Diaz, beca11se of )texico • s economiC 
development, the value of the land increased enoroously~ and 
in the e~d the Indians were robbed of. their land holdings. 
Many were given . very small ••·ejidos• in unproductive lands, 
and many o .thers became serfs · in the large haciendas. These 
were a legacy of the Spanish colonial period, owned mostly 
by fc:lmilies of ~panish descent, who kept them rather for 
the prestige· of owning them than for cultivation.. Because 
of their low yield, · tbese numerous, large estates weighed 
2stanley Ross, ed., .. The Peace of Porfirio, .. Is the 
J1exican R~volution Dead? (Naw York: Alfr~d A·. Knopf, l966), 
P • 42. 
. ::. 
dowl) the Mexican economy, y~t their owners refused to let 
others work thE! vast amoUnts of idle land. 
Francisco !. Madero, son of a rich landowner and 
businessman of horthern Mexico, led the first uprising 
against Porfirio Diaz. Influenced by the liberal ideas in 
vogue in Europe at the time, P'ranc.isco decided to take a 
more active pa·rt in the political life of his country. 
8 
Madero's opportunity to act came in 1910, when Diaz, 
who in 1908 had announced tha.t he- would retire from govern-
ment, that the election of that year would be open and free, 
a-nd t.l&a t h,e would riot accept. reelection, suddenly decided 
to renege his statement and continue in his position as head 
., 
of the Mexica."l government. He had irivited open .opposition, 
and Madero seized the · opportunity. Macero was chosen as 
the candidate for the 'A.nti.-:Reelectionist Party, which he 
and some friends· bad formed the year before. The. party• s 
slogan, •effective suf£ra9e and no re-election,,. was a 
direct e-ffront to Diaz• s philosophy and practice of con-
tinuous ·reelection. Two years earlier, when Piaz bad 
made the blunder ocf going back on his wo·rd about stepping 
down from polltics, Madero- had written a book called ~ 
Presidential succession 2,( .121Q .. which criticized Diaz' s 
system mercilessly. To get him out of the way; he was put 
in jail or. a flimsy charge. and held prisoner until the 
elections were over. Upon his release. Madero fled to San 
Antonio, Texas, where a few days later he was joi,ned by 
Qther -supporters who declared him Presid-ent of a revolutionary 
,, -
junta. 'The young man then published his Plan of San Luis 
Potosi, a pOlitical manifesto '-'·hich declared the recent 
elections · voic:l; Madero was na~tted provisional pres iden.t. 
and free elec.tions were promised as soon as ' the government 
came into the hands of theMaderist:1s: an uprising was 
planned for Novembe-r 20. The· revolution was under way. 
While Madero was busy trying to achieve a c:oropro-
mise with Diaz representatives, groups of guerillas re-
lentlessly attac}tec3 small towns. railroad junctions# and 
-squads of. fed era~ soldiers# g~.ining ' to their cause more 
nncl more people. There was neither o·rganization, nor 
generals-~ nor p~econceivE!d plan: their motto was '*Viva 
P.adero·~ Viva la Reyolucion!" The ~:d2:e of the revolu-
tionary forces increased to a · ·respectable nttmber. A 
large group o :f rebels~ led by Pancho Villa and Pascual · 
Orozco( attacked and conquered the diss-idents ·• first. 
laJ:ge objective, Ciud11d Juarez. near the American border. 
At thh3 time. Diaz agreed to leave 1·1exico t provided that 
Franci$co de la Barra, his aro}:)assador to Washington, 
headed the provisional government. The provisional 
cabinet, formed by ~aderistas and Diaz m~n would rule 
for a . year and .then call to elections and demobilize ' . 
tl'1e revolutionary army. l-1adero and the other revolu-
tionaJ:ies agreed. After Diaz left for Europe, l-1.adcro 
entered Mexi.co City triumphantly, and the masses cbeore.d 
him as the savior of M~xico. Madero thought this the 
ti,me to have real peace and justice, education for the 
9 
10 
people~ lafl:d fo~ all, controlled foreign investments, and, 
abOve all, a true democracy. 
-rbere wer~ free elections, as the provisional cabi-
net had pro~sed, arid Madero -and Pino· Suarez_, his running 
,mate, were elected President and Vice-President ~espec~~vely; 
the pr~ss was permitted an unparalleled f~eedoJI\.. Mexico 
breathed . an air of .liberty: but with this freedom there 
also came to the surface the struggle~ of groups that sat 
tensely waiting for their demands to be fulfilled. B.ut 
Madero ref1.1sed to h~lieve that he, chosen by a thankful 
Mexico, n-eed fea.r any threat. In truth, there were feuds ., 
rebelli()hs, and counter-rebellions.· Emiliano Zapata had 
mana.ged so~how to keep· his men armed in the southern part 
o-f the eou.,;try. He waited for ,his people to. get the .land 
they had bought back With th~ir .sweat and blood. General 
Victoriano Huerta. ai'J, old. 'c:tinning soldi-er of the Dia:z: 
mold, fought Orozco's rebels in ·the north. His battles 
suc:ceeded and won him ·the admiration of the people, who 
saw in him a strong man, the kind that could set everything 
straight again. A ga·rrison of the army stationed in Mexico 
City att~<::ked . l:>y surprise. Huerta led the defense, but the 
battle lasted ten days dur~g which the city .shook with the 
hates and pas-sion!i of the· co.ntenders. Und.er pressure fror:ll 
the Diplomatic Corps, i-1adero resigned. He . was found dead a 
few days lateJ;. 
Huerta established himself in pawer. France, 
Germany, and Spain quickly recognized t..he new government 
. I 
l 
ll 
as legitimate. 'The Ut1ited States, however,. did not .recog .... 
ni2e the legitimacy of Hue.:'ta•s 9overnment immediately. 
When ·Huerta turned to the Up.ited States for financial aid, 
~~sident Woodrow t7ilson•s:· decision fell like a bomb: 
Huerta must go. c.r no loan: · Mexico would .have to· hqJ;d · f'ree 
elections in which Huerta could not be a candiq:a·~·:L:' ' ·a~-· 
'• ~ .. ' , .  '• 
buffed, Huerta arranged -for· a loan ·"in Europe, and had the 
members of Congress--the same Congress formed in the 
Maderista elections--put . in ,jail. At L~is action, the 
American ·secretary of Stat~ ·sent the following message tc 
his diplomats -in that country: 
Usurpa.tions like that of H'!-lerta menace the peace 
and development of .P.merica as nothing else could - ••.• 
:rt is the purpose of the United State-s ther.efore 'to 
d .iscredit c,l.Ild de.fe~t $Uch usurpations whenever they 
occu: .. · • • • :rf Ce,n~l:al. . Htlerta does not . re ~·i :re .b'J . 
force of circumstances· it will l>ecorne the- (.iuty of 
the United States to use less peaceful ·means to put 
him QUt. 3 . . . . . . .-- ·· - . 
Under this threat from the hated "9ringos, •• the a·e-
tested Hu~rta never~~eless · 9ained popularity. The people 
of 'Mexico :feared an invasion from the north, and their sym-
pathies fell with Huerta# who stood against the common enemy. 
Not ev~:r:ybody, however, was ready to back Huerta. 
Factions of revolutionaries remained from the days of the 
t-Iarlero uprisin~H C-arranza, Villa, zapata, Obregon were still 
P'..:>'<~erful eno:ugh t() .~e independent, and. stubborn enough not 
to join Huerta. The only thing they wanted from the united 
3Ani ta Brenner, "The Wind That swept Mexic(), tf Harper' s 
Magazitte, CLXXXVI., No. 1111 · (December, 1942). p • . 99. 
:. 
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States was ·firearms .with which to overthr0\·1 the G~neral 
themselves. 
Vcnustiano Carranza, a stubborn old man who called 
himself "The SU:prer.teChie£," he1d the st:ate of Coahuila, in 
the northea·stern part of the coun1:cy, good for smuggling 
arms from :the united States.. Car.ranza had ~ith him Luis 
Cahrerar bo·th advocated · tha·t foreign .capital should remit 
. 
a sizeable percentaqe to Mexico, . that the r~~olution shouLd 
do away witb monopoly, set the Church aside, de~troy fe"..tdal-
ism, and 9ive lc;cway ' to a strong middle class formed by pro-
fessiona-ls, businessmen, ind~strialists,· and sma ll ·farmers. 
'!'here was al.so the famous Pancho Vi-lla. who had de-
£ea ted the armies of Porfirio Dia z so many times. P..e he~ld 
the states o·f Chihu.aha and Durango. 
Emiliano Zapata held the south•..,estern P<J'rtion of 
Mexico. He devised the f.irst forma1 revolutionary program 
in the history of his c:'ountry, the "Plan' de Ayala,.•• which 
demanded· the com~lete expropriation .of all la.nds and other 
productive holdings for the b~ne·fit of the poor • 
. Alvaro ,Obregon held the state of Sonora, in the 
northt~e!::t- A_, sbre\lid, practical politician, Obregon was 
surrov nded .by generals and la}lOr organizers. · 
These four .great gu~rrilla ~hie-ftains ·had no agree-
ment ·to bind them together~ except the hate they shared £or 
.Huerta and foreigners. They all wanted· !-1exico for thee Mexi-
cans. 
The revol\ltionary armies, little by little, took 
' 
·l. 
more and more sections ·of the country. By Ap:ril of 1914 
all that was left of Hue·rta • s ?ictatorship was a sroal.l 
piece of land which opened on the Gult of Mexico and in-
cluded Veracruz. the Mexican oil capital. 'the revolu-
tionary fo.rces had a clear prospect of ta;king· over the 
country. In July o£ the . same year, Huert.a decided to 
relinqui:;h his post as head of state, and that same· month 
board~d the ship ~Ypiranga,.. hound for Europe. 
13 
Carranza inuned-iately _established himself as head of 
state. He promised that elections would be held soon. and 
that the country would have peace. But by now t~e revolu.-
tionaries knew t)leir force: they had broken. the .yoke .Qf 
Diaz and oppression. and .Mexico ~~ould ·be t.."teirs, immedia.tely. 
So# \>Jh~n Carranza called a convention of ge!lerc:tls, neither 
Zapata nor Villa appeared •. 
At this impasse, Alv~ro ()bregon,· the general from. 
Sonora; organized· the Convanti on .of Aguascali~ntes ·with 
friends from both. the Carranza and Villa camps. The con-
vention decided t.~at both Carranza and Villa should retire. 
Ho\-lever, ):>eeause. neither would step d·own before t})e other 
did, in the end nothing ~as accomplished. Obre9on de(:ided 
to take Carranza.• s side against Villa, and there' -ensued 
five years of the most. tragic and hlo¢dy fighting L"l Me~i-
can l'lis tory. 
The decisive military duel developed between Villa 
and Obregon~ who slowly but surely pushed villa northward; 
by mid-1915, Villa was in, and limited to. the northern 
I 
I 
I· 
d!:serts. 
,, 
.. 
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It was alJQOst predictable that Obregon would de·feat 
Vil~a, for he gave the civil war political dlrection by issu-
. ing a series of d·ecrees which gave backbone to the movement. 
Some of the mdst important stated that all lands sei~ea 
illegally by haciend:as would be returned to the people; 
that the municipalj~ties would have self-government;. that 
the government would support wage-and-hour laws for the 
workers, and that they h~d the right ·to organize. 
With the consequent d·efeat of Villa, Carranza came 
to power. In 1917, · he tr~ed to devise a legal frameWork 
for the ·Revolutitm. He callecS together a congres·S, which 
met a ·t the· city of Queretaro, to amend the Jl.larez constitu-
tion o:f 1859. The assembly was converted into a ;constitu-
tior:lal congress which produced, in the end, the first revo-
lutionary constitut-ion of modern times in Mexico. Anita 
Brenner has summarized its theory precisely: 
All land and other productive resources be-long to 
the corn.monwealth, but may he held as private property 
except "'hen public interest requires otherwise. The 
sub-soil belongs to the nation and may not be owned, 
but only leased by private parties. The Church may 
not own _ property~ an~ f(>reigners may engage .in busi-
ness only · as. a .Mexican enterprise under the .law. 
Labor is guaranteed the right to organize~ the eight-
hol.lr day, equal pay for equal work • regardless o.f 
s·ex or nati.onality·,' and a detailed list of other 
advantages and sa.feguards. "Ejidou and idle lands 
t-.re to ·be turned back to the peasants. Any landless 
farmer may pe.tition £or a grant if he has been. ex-
propriated or :=simply on the basis · of need. Educa ... 
·tion is lay ·and public and the classic four freedoms 
of liberill :dernocrac:y [i.e.~ .. . . are provided.4 
4lbid .. ' p. 106.. . 
I· 
I 
.. 
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Ule character of this consti-tution makes it of s.pe-
c:ial eignific:anc~~ · :rt )':)lends socialist and capitalistic 
tendencies. ·which ·£uture administrations could apply in the 
measure they required. The Constitution of 1917 expresses · 
the desires. of those who wrote it, and perha·ps ·also their 
doubts and .tribulations. But ·at last MeXico bad seen (even 
if at times it was only on pa·per) a document that aceurately 
reflected ,. the !otexican Revolution." . 
However, by the end of the Carranza term, in 1919. 
the precepts of the 'Constitution l<tere still rhetP,ric. Carran-
~ had become a }loodlum hated by his people, and during the 
later years of his administt'ation there were still guerrillas 
in various parts. of the country: ·for Carrltnza all \\'as lost: 
while trying to escape from M-e-xico. he died m the hands of 
an assassin. 
· In the 1920's,. President Obregon ·created a renewed 
air of tranquility and prosi>erity in Mexico. In the :field 
of education, for example, his minister Jose Vasconcelos 
made· great advances. He opened many ner,• schools and set in 
motion n~w. ~ffective programs. In the. field of ecl\)~omics., 
Obrego~ cr-eated the· National Bank of Mexico; w]lich later 
. . 
became a tough competitor in business wi.th foreign inter~sts 
and .brought stal"tling economic changes to the country. 
By 1924, Mexico had become. a ve.-:t different place 
f ·rom what it had been fourteen years earlier. Many> of the 
provisions of the Constitution of 1917 had become engraved 
in the Mexican way -of life. BUt because of the elasticity 
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of that ' same ~barter, some administrations have applied its 
revolutionary concepts. in a less stringent manner. 
In 1923. reflecting on_ the· eyents that had taken 
place during the preceding decade in Mexico, Katherine .Anne 
Porter· recalls a conversation sh~ once had with .an :Indian 
woman there. They had both. been watching a skirmish be--
twe~n federalist and revolutionary troops.. The Indian 
woman remarks that the troUble is all for the sake of 
happiness to come: happiness on earth, for men. and not 
for angels. Miss Porter comments: 
She seemed to m.e then to ·ha-ve caught the whole 
meaning of revolution, and to have said it ina phrase. 
From that day I watched Mexico~ and all the apparently 
unrelatec:l events that grew out of the first struggle 
never seemed .false or alien or aimless to me. A 
straight, uncteviatinq purpose guided the workinq of 
the . plan. ·And it .·permitted many fine. thi:1gs to grow 
out o£ the national soil, only faintly sunni~ed dur-
ing the last two or three centuries even by the. Mexi-
cans themselves. It was as if an old. field had been 
watered, and all the long-buried seeds flourished.s 
-Obviously* ·Miss Porte-r here is optiinist;ic about the 
outcome of the Re.volut'ion. She saw,. in 1920. the renaissance 
of Mexican art, and . the new spirit tha·t the Obregon adminis-
tration inspired- even at such an early moment ·of its exist-
ence. But th¢ cyclic: shift of, emphasis between the liberal 
(revolutionary) and the conservative philosophy of later ad-
ministrations would cause a change in Katherine Anne Porter's 
pcrspec:tive o£ Mexico. B·Ut that is .best appreciate(! in her 
fiction. 
5Katherin~ A. Porter. •lilly I write About Mexico," The 
Collected Essays ~Occas-ional Writings S!.f l<atherine Anne 
Porter. (New York: Delacorte Press. 1970) • p. 355. 
i) 
Chapter 3 
A BIOGRAPHICAL SKETCH OF RAT'"rlERINE A~ PORTER 
Xatherine Anne Porter was born at Indian Cre~k. 
Texas, on May 15, l890.o Her family was of the old Sout..ltern 
tradition, and Miss Porter was brought up ac::cording to the 
•. . 
sQcial and moral codes · inherent· in the familial leg.acy.. A. 
descendant of ~onathan Boone, Daniel's brother, Miss Porter 
was bOrn to Harrison and Maxy Alief;! (.J:ones) . Portex:-~ ·Two 
y~ars after Katherine Anne• s birth, Mary Alic~ Po:rter died .. 
Harrison then m~ve(l. the · family (there were five chil.dren in 
all) to . ~.Jle, aJ.so , in the. state of Texas. so the children 
·Could be reared ·by . their 9randtQQther, Catherine Anne. ·The· 
figure of the grandmother ·looms large .in the l.ife of Miss 
Porter: an, authoritarian •. hard-working widow, .she brought· 
the c}\i1drei1 .up strictly, but lovingly. Mrs. Porter must 
b.ave had an enormous stQre of patience" since her grand .. 
daughter (who wa·s very .much like .the e>ldet: W<:>ni~'ll), was 
..... precocious, nervous, .rebellious, unteachable, and I 
made life very uncomfortahl.e · for myself and · :I suppose for 
t}lose ax-ound me ... l 
lstanley Kunitz and Howard Baycraft~ eds~, Twentieth 
.£!ttttl!~Y. ~thors (New York: ·The w. H. Wilson Company·, 1942.) , 
P• 1~1a .. 
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Her younger ye~rs were spent in private southern 
schools, one of which was probably in New orleans, according 
' . 
to Glenway Wescott., -a biographer and friend of Miss Porter' .s. 2-
After the death o:f th.e qrandmot~e~ in 1901, t4e family move~ 
to San Antonio, Texas, where it is supposed tha.t Katherine 
Anne studied drama. · 
Ever after the first move to San Antonio, ~tiss Porter 
led, with her £amily, ·•a gypsy li£e, moving about from place 
to plac:e ~ithout a liome~ .. 3 At age sixteen she escaped and 
got married to a yet unknown man: three years. later she was 
divorced. The next _year,. i.n 1909~ she . left Texas, because· 
'"the society was confining." and sh~ wanted to. wri·te. · She 
:then wen·t to Chicago., whel:e she foun.d a job on a . newspaper, 
from which she was fired after a weelt "o£ non-work," as she 
put it, and returned- hoine, where .. she sang ola. scottish bal-
lads in costume ••• all around Texas and Louisiana ... 4 
Apparently she then went to .Denver,·· Colorado, where ·she 
spent some time at a sanitarium because she had tuberculo-
sis. She. also worked for a newspaper ·there, "The Rocky 
Mountain News," as a reporter... This ~las in the year of 191.8, 
-----~---------
2Glenwav Wesco.t, "!(atherine Anne Porter Personally, .. 
J{atherine :1\nne Porter: ·A critical s_yn12osi~, ed • . Lodwi ck 
Hartley and George Core (1-'-.thens: 'l'he University of Gecrg·ia 
Press, 1969), p. 25 .. 
~George Hendrick, ·Katherine Anne Porter (New Yotk: 
Twayne Publisher·s, Inc., 1965), p. 18. 
4-narbara. Thompson, ·"An Interview, .. . Kathe~ine Anne 
Porte!-"o: A CriticaJ_Syroposhun~ ed. Lodwick Hartley and George 
Core . (Athens:: . The University of Georgia Press., 1969}, p. 9• 
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when she nearly died o£: an attack of inf:luenza. 
'this year was cruc.ial in Miss Porter • s lltertlry 
career. · she was very badly ill, near death. but she pulled 
out o£ i ·t and recovered:. She relates the experience of 
facing de·ath .in her .interview with Barbara Thompson: 
6.'he experience) just simply divided my life. cut 
across it like that. so that everything before that 
was j-ust getting ready. and . after that I was in some 
strange way al.tered, ready. J:t took me a long time 
to go out and· live in the world . again.. I was really 
• aliena ted," in the pure sense. It was, I think. the · 
fact that: :r really had participated in death, that :I 
knew what death was, and had almost experienced it. 
:r had what the Christians call "the beatific vision," 
and the. Greeks called "the happy day," the happy vision .. · ·_ · · 
just before death. Now if you 1"4ave had- that, ·and · ~ur-
vived it_, cotne back from it, you are no longer like . 
other people, and. there•·s no use ·deceiving your.sel£ 
' that you are. It · took me a long time to realize .that 
·that simply wasn't true, that I had my own needs and 
that I had to live like me.S 
After this e)Cperience, Mi·ss Porter went to New York, 
where she supported herself by doing g}lost writing, some-
thing that she once remarked scal:'ed her. Not too lon9 after, 
in 1.921, she went to Mexico where .. I attended, you might say, 
and assisted at, in my own modest way, · a revolution.• 6 She 
was referring to the Obregon revolution that had in reality 
only been part of the great. ·revolutionary movement that had 
atar·ted with ~!adero in 1910. Just how she "assisted at" the 
changes tl1at the Obregon government brought about in Mexico 
is not kno\m. Perhaps; since her fiction is so closely re-
lated to her life, she. could have-done what Laura in "Flower-
ing Judas" did (which was of little- consequence to the revo-
5 . Xbid., p ... 10. 6 Ibid., p. ll. 
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l .ution) , but nothing is certaih. Miss Porter has never 
specified exactly what .she did, but she has revealed that 
she went to .Mexico because •exciting things were happe,ning 
there," and because she was interested in Aztec and Mayan · 
art. Thi.s, the first· Mexican- experience o£ ·her mature years, 
quite obviously left a deep impr-ession on her. ~s soon as 
she· returned to Fort Worth, Texas. she ·wrote ·her firs~ story 
derived from that experience. UMaria Concepcion" was pub~ 
lished in 1923. ~fter being rewritten fifteen or sixteen 
tilnes. I.n .Fort Worth Miss Porter supported herself. by writ-
ing for a trade paper; she also sold' some reports on her 
Mexican experience . to ~entury 1-taq~zine·. She acted with 
lo.cal d·rama ·groups for , some time, . but decided to return 
on-ce ntore to l'lexico. again interested i~ that country• s art. 
She made arrangements for an American exhibit of Mexican 
art and wrote an article enti.tled ••outline of Mexican ·.Popu-
lar Arts and cr~fts.• 7 
DuriJlq the decad-e of 1920 Katherine Anne Porter 
. . 
reviewed books for the . ~Xork Herald ~ribune, The New 
Sepubli£• and·~ !-Tation. _She also traveled widely during · 
this period o~ her. life, ~ut -it is ;~e~tic~l).y -·~{>Ossible 
to r~ow exactly when and where she went. as there is no 
official record of this period r-eleased by J.'iss Porter. The 
decade was a prolific one:. she had been writing short stories 
all this time, but they appeared infreq~ently. In 1930 a 
7tlendrick. p .. 24 • . 
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collection of sho~t stories appear.ed under the. title Flower-
ing t.Tuda~s. a success from the point Qf view of the critics. 
'rhe next year ~he again went to Mexico on a ·.Guggenheim · 
··scholarship. · Thez:e. an incident with Hart .crane.: occurred .. 
CrGne had also been awarded a Gugge~ei.msC::holarship that 
yeaJ:" and was invited to ·stay with Miss Porter at her house 
in Mexico • . She _apparently later regretted the invitation 
because of· the exces~es of her fellow writer, and Crane had 
to move out. Be rented ·the house ·next door. Cra~e was 
irked because Jtiss Porter did not accept .. an invitation to 
dinner at his hous.e a~d. drunk, that night cursed her in his 
eustomary bad language ana worse· taste when ·in that condition. 
'.l'he importance' of 1:1\is incident is tha·t it helps understand 
in part. the character of t-1iss Porter., · · Crane .later l-trote 
about· it. After otfering his feelings on the matter~ he· 
added, "I'm also tirea of a certain ra b.'ler· so:uthern .. ty:pe of · 
. . . ,' . ·. 
f 1 ··cy .a ema c vanl. .. · 
Hendrick, "• •• 
This statement. acc;:ording to George 
strips away some .of the secrecy around 
Miss Porter•s life and reveals her as her grandmother~s 
child. with a fixed moral .code and with definite ideas on 
right and wrop.g sexual and' moral behavior." 9 
1'hat sa~ne year. r-tiss P()rter em})arked on a ship bound · 
for Europe from the port of Verac~\lZ. The :voyage la ~er 
SBrom \ieber.- ed.- The Letters of Hart Cri!ne (New 
Y9rk~ 1952.), cited in George Hendrick, Katherina Anne Porter 
(Ne,."' York; Twayne Publishers, Inc., 1965), p. 25. · 
9nendrick, p. 24. 
served as the background . for the · novel Shi:t? of Fools, pub~ 
l).shed in 1962. which established firmly her success ·as a 
writer and gave her popularity._ 
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Af~er +931 Miss Porter liv.ed . in Paris ·for several . 
years. She . marri~d Eugene Pressly, of the American Foreign 
Service. In 1937 she divorced him and returned _to the 
United states where, . remarried to Albert Erskine, Jr., she 
settled do·.tn for se.veral years- in .Baton Rouge. She div.orc~d 
Erskine in 19:42·, the .year .x.hs ,!.!shing . Parrot,. her transla-
tion of the famous Mexican picaresque novel,. El Periauillo 
~arniento, was published. 
In 1949' she accepted a position as write~ in resi-
dence at Stanford University. Iri la·ter years she held 
similar positions .at manY ·other colleges ·and u.'"liversi ties .. 
including the University of Chicago, the U~ivorsity of 
Michigan, the University of Liege. the University ' of' Vir- · 
lO ginia, and the University of \'lashing ton and Lee. 
Apart from occasional · visits to tL."liversities to 
deliver lectures, to dictate <:ourses, etc .. , Miss Porter has 
lived, .in recent years,, a quiet and .sedentary life in 
College Park, . Maryland. 
Y.atherine ~.nne Po~ter has traditionally been reti-
cent. to ·reveal fac.tc about her persorial lif.e. Most of the 
biographical material on her has come £rom her . own 
lOJohn E. Harey, Katherine· Anne Porter (New York-: 
Frederick Ungar Publishing co., 1973). p. xi .. 
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biographical sketches and interviews.· ·The ·difficulty lias. 
in the fact that her own statements sometimes conflict. and 
thGl.l9h she has been rather open to interviews in which she 
is . always agreeable and . talkative, . the information ga.thered 
in bits and pieces · has · bad to l:Je ptit toge~'le·r, leaving great 
lapses of tiJne empty and with conflicting information as 
well. 
Miss Porter has declared that; the technique she used 
for writing is memory.. Eve·rything she writes, she says, is 
based on •actual human expe.rience, .. . in :somethinSJ .she has 
seen or heard, . a small detai"l that she happened. to notice 
at some· poj.nt in her life, about herself or somebody else. 
In truth, than, her literary .Production in fiction .is per..;: .. 
v:aded ,,ith. the sense of autobiography;' c.ont;:ent:ratcd--pt'!rbap~ 
more than in any other character--in ·Miranda, in whose stories 
is found much of ~1iss· POrter• s fc;~.mily background, as well a.s 
events that oc.curred in the author• s actual 'life. 
Miss Porter .. s career as a writer started at the 
eat'ly age of three. From early childhood she ~anifested an 
intere.st in letters and drama. To establish exactly when 
!;he began to write · ~eriously is aetual.ly· impossible, but it 
is safe to .assume that her first stories w~re wri.tt~n during 
her late teens. She kept her manuscripts and no~es for 
·stories in trunks .. and it i.s : only a small part of her actual 
work that has seen the light of day. This is due to the 
fact. that she is a highly polished writer, and although she 
writes most of her shorter fiction usually at one sitting, 
what she has deemed publisr..able is uncontestable evidence 
of the superior styie at her command. The ease and grace 
of her language, direct .. concise and simple, conyeys the 
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most profound. thought and perception. Her talent has won 
hez;: many honors, among which ate the gold medal for litera"'"" 
ture from the Society o£ Libraries of .New York University 
(1940): the o. Henxy Memorial Award (Sidney Porter was a 
collateral relative of Miss Porter• s) and the Emerson-
Thoreau Bronze Medal of the American AcademY of Arts and 
Sciences (1962): the National Book Award and the Pulitzer 
Prize (1966). 
Miss Porter undoubtedly has tried, and managed, to 
control her public image. Her biographical accoun.ts have 
-the f .lavor of her fiction, and however biographical her 
fic::tion i~, one can never ascertain that a given passage 
. 
in it parallels· an event in her life. Thus, her life is 
surrounded by a kind of s.ubliminal mystery which she .has 
imparted to it by leading a very private life. 
· Miss Porter• s fiction deals specifically with three 
geographical areas. One is the Kentucky-Texas area that is 
the "nativ~ land of my heart." Some of the stories that 
cover this particular area are "the Old o.rder,.. "The Sour:ce, .. 
"',['he Witness, .. • The Last Leaf," ••·The Fig Tree, " and •• The 
Circus." · These pro-vide an insight into -Miss Porter•s 
family background and th.emes such as the life of European 
immigrants in the region, their customs, beliefs, and 
tribulations. A second area i~ Europe, especially France 
). 
·\ 
and Germany. Among the stori-es that deal with this at::ea 
are "The Leaning Tower" and "The Cracked Looking Glass." 
And thirdly, there is Mexico, the land she called "my 
familiar country;" of which indeed she is still fond, 
al~hough certain events there caused her to become dis-
illusioned about the promise of the Mexican Revolution. 
Miss Porter first became interested in Mexico because of 
stori-es about that country tha·t her father used to tell 
her:. Her first visit there was. as far as can be estab-
lished, in 1910, when she witnessed, ·from the window of 
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a church, a street battle between forces of the Federalist 
government and Ma.deris·tas . 11 She would return several 
times to Mexico, but to establish precisely when, as has 
been sai4:, is nearly impossible.· Mexico played an impor-
tant ·part in Miss Porter's life _as an author. It was there 
. 
that she went :not long a.fter her bout with inf.luenza in 
1918; her first p\Wlis'lied story deals with Mexico., c..nd she 
was deeply interested in the nationa.l life of that country~ 
studied its art and customs. and lived ther~ for a eon-
siderable period of time. 
Her non-fiction writings on Mexico are the following: 
•Why I Write About Mexico .. (1923}-, "Notes· on the Itife and 
Death of a Hero"--preface to her translation of !!. Periquillo 
&arniento ~(~ Itching Parrot), by· Jose Joaquin Fernandez de. 
llKatherine Anne Port·er, "Why I Write About M.exico, •• 
The Collected Essays and Occasional }~ritinqs of Katherine 
Ann-e Porter ('New York: Pelacorte Press., 1970) ~ p.·. 356. 
.. 
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Lizardi, 1941)., "Miss Porter Adds a Comtnent." a letter to 
the editor of~ Nation {1943}, "Leaving the Petate .. (i93l). 
"The Fiesta of Guadalupe;" (1923), "The Mexican -Trinity," a 
report from Mexico City (19:21'), "Where President$ .Have No 
Friends'' (1922)., "La Conquis tad ora" ( 1926) , •• .Quetzalcoatl u 
(1926)~ and "The Charmed Life" (1942). These writings deal 
with deeply autochthonous things: they reveal how deeply 
Miss Porter Understood all the as,pects of Mexican national 
life: its inhabitants of different social and economic 
backgrounds, the political situation, the national artistj.c 
movement, C\rid, in general, the Mexican character, philosophy, 
and history. 
· The fi-ction on Mexico is composed of: six .stories: 
"Maria Concepcion," "Virgin Violeta," "The Martyr," "Flower-
ing Judas," "That Tree," and "Ha_cienda." These stories, 
apart from being illustrative of the Mexican landscape and 
customs, reveal a progression in the art of Katherine Anne 
Porter and the change in her perspective of Mexico, her 
disillusionment with the state of things there, perhaps as 
par-t of that co$mic disillusionment. that is evident at the 
end of Shi_p .of Fools. There is a shift in perception, as 
Professor Hendrick has noted, from inside the Mexican cul-
ture to the :stories where the element of alienation is dis.., 
cussed, which represent her detached view of that country.l2 
12aendrick, p. 51. 
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Chapter 4 
FROM "NAT.IVE'' TO ALI.EN 
"Maria ConcepeioP,," the f.irst story Miss Porter pub-
1ished, takes place entirely within the. Mexican culture. 
Miss Porter·• s familiarity with the Mexican culture is Gut-
standing, and her protound understanding of it is evident 
in this remarkable tale... The characters are the inhabitants 
of a small Indian community near the site of a buried Indian 
ci;ty, where most of the lfl.d ians work. 
Maria Concepcion is married to Juan Villegas, who 
works for Givens, the only foreigt1e·J: to appe~r in th.e story 
anc;l the person ·in charge of t:lle excavations. .tn the open-
ing scene we see Maria Concepcion walking down a dusty road 
· toward the ruins, - where she is taking some living fowls to 
be a part of her husband's and Givens's lunch• Maria is 
.entirely contented: she and Juan, married in the Church, 
a ·re going to liave their first chilo, and her body is "not 
a distortion, but the right inevitable proportions o.f a 
woman ... l Suddenly by the roadside Maria hears the la:uqhter 
of a yo\)n:g · c:o~ple playing in a fi~ld. She cat(:hes a gl,im)?se 
1Katherine Anne Porter, The Collected Stories of 
Katherine Anne Porter (New York: ~:w Ametican Library, 1970) ,. 
p. 3. 
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of ·a young Indian girl, Ma·ria Rosa, only fifteen years old, 
bei·ng pursued by a virile young man. Maria Concepcion 
·notices that the man is no other than her. husband, Juan, 
who proceeds to seduce the young Indian girl, Maria Rosa. 
Ma17ia Concepcion 90es on her way, hatred for the couple 
burning in her heart. 
Juan and Maria Rosa decide to go away to the war 
and stay away fo·r nearly a year.. Juan deserts from the 
army and decides to come back to hi·s native village.. He 
is imprisoned as a desertor, but his American boss, Givens, 
manages to get him oqt of ja-il. . Juan returns to his hut to 
find that Maria Cbncepcion has lost her child, but she 
accepts him back. Her hatred for Maria Rosa, though, is 
undying, and she decides to kill her. After the deed is 
done, she returns to her hut, and Juan finds out wha.t has 
. 
happened.. He decid-es to help her, because he knows- that 
the police will in\mediately suspect his wife. When they 
come to look for her and take her away~ other men and 
women .come to her aid, and. she is freed.. Maria Concepcion 
ta'kes Maria Rosa•s baby as her own. 
Mis,s Porter• s success in .. Maria Concepcion" is that 
she manages to immerse herself totally within the life of 
the small community... She does not, as narra·tor or omnisc:ient 
author, take sides. She does not make any kind of comment 
either on the customs of her characters or their morality. 
The Indian is seen in his simple, daily life: he cannot 
understand, for instance, the American's interest in the 
! 
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Qld bits ·and pieces ~f pottery. Maria Concepcion cannot 
understand why Givens. does not have a woman, ano looks upon 
him condescendingly, with .the sort of natural amusement of 
the simp'le soul. On the other hand, Givens fin:ds interest 
only in the past of the.se people that work for him, but can-
not understand their present position, their problems, or 
their way of life. He, too, is amused by the simplicity 
that the Indians dl.splay, but not in a sarcastic or ma·li-
.. ., . . . .: 
cious WC!Y• He makes a poor ·repr.esentative of the hated 
A.merican during the Mexican Revolutiop; he is not the proto-
type of the American businessman so hated by the re:VQlution-
aries. 
:In "Maria Concepcion" the Revolution fo.rms only part 
of the background: Juan Villegas and Maria Rosa flee to join 
the nearest army, but they a .re not concerned at all with the 
ideal·s of the war.. They see it as a place to go., as some-
thing to do, but only because they are escaping from their 
Pl:iqht... This is especially significant because it shows the 
lack o·f involvement of the Indian masses in the life of 
Mexico as a. country. The Revolution is something fa·r away 
that they do not understand or care about, as shown by the 
fact that JUan deserts to return to his vi1lage and his 
people. 
Religion appears also as something superficial for 
the Indian. Maria Concepcion is very proud of her marriage 
in the Church, · ~ut in the end she ta·kes the law into her 
hands because outside laws are wo~thless. "c:>uts.id.e · laws" 
\ 
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refers not only to the precepts of the Church,. which Maria 
Concepcion violates by killing Maria ltosa, but also the law 
of the land, embodied in the policemen that hold a hearing 
for the young woman. The conununity c-an be seen too as a 
homogeneous· group with the sa-me values that Maria Concepcion 
holds~ because th~y b~ck her up against the authority o·f the 
white man. During the hearing, the people speak up on Maria 
Concepcion's behalf:·the wall of. protection they draw around 
her ca-nnot be penetrated by the representatives of a law 
foreign to the Indian community: 
Maria Concepcion suddenly felt herself guarded.~ 
surrounded, upborne by her faith£ul fr~ends. They 
were around her, speaking for her, defending her, 
the forces of life· were ranged invincibly "·d th her 
agC':linst the beaten dead. ·Maria Rosa had thrown away 
her share of strength in them, she lay forfeited 
among them. Maria Concepcion looked from one to 
the other of the encircling, intent faces. Their 
eyes gave back reassurance, understanding, a secret 
an<! mighty sympathy. 
The gendarme.s were at a loss... ~ey, too, felt 
that sheltering wall cast .impenetrably around her. 
They were certain she had done it, yet .they could 
not accuse· her.Z 
The description of the land·scape proves Miss Porter • s 
familiarity with the Mexican countryside. I:n fact, the des-
cription at the beginning ~£ .. Maria Concepcion .. bears witness 
to rno:re than mere fa-miliarity. The reader can almost sense, 
walking down Maria Concepcion•s road, the odor of the honey 
and the buzzing of the bees: the care that must be taken. to 
2K. A• Porter, ••Maria Concepcion; 11 Flowering Judas 
and other Stories (New York: Harcourt, Brace and company, 
1935) # p. 3 .. 
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avo~id the maguey thorns from biting into the bare flesh of 
the feet~ the weigh.t of the food baske·t, the chickens dan-
gling from the blue-cotton-rebozo-covered shoulder# the heat 
and the loneliness. th~ sparse shade cast by the cacti stand-
ing by the sid·e of the road. The road in the story here 
becomes a symbol for the road of life. and the characters 
and the ·events in "Maria Concepcion" become, in George 
Hendricks's words .. Miss Porter's introduction to "the ironic 
di~tance between things as they are and as they should be, 
be·tween truth and fiction, between expec.tation and ful.fill-
ment, between art and life. •*3 
'rhe name Maria Concepcion is especially significant 
in the story because it sets up most of these polarities, 
mainly those of life and death and the imposing. of a foreign 
religion on the Indian culture. ••Maria" is the name of the 
Vit'g.in ·Mary, thus symbolizing the religi-ous theme; "concep-
cion" ,means "conceptionn: but Maria, the Indian, renounce.s 
the Catholic religion that has been imposed on her, and, to 
make the irony more poignant, the child Maria Concepcion 
gives birth to dies, while Maria Rosae·.s, conceived in ''sin," 
lives. This tt:"eat.ment emphasizes the isolation of the 
:Indian cultu-re in Mexico. a fact subtly presented in Mis.s 
Por-ter's first published story. 
Miss Porte-r• s second story, not published with her 
3George Hendrick, Katherine Anne Porter (New York: 
Twayne Publishers, Inc., 1965), p. 30. 
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collected stories in 1930, was· "i'he t-lartyr. • :rt appeared 
in .:r.h.!t ~entury t.iagazine in July of 1923 and deals also with 
life in Mexico. The setting, in contrast to "Maria concep-
cion. •• is in the city, and the characters, in contrast to 
the Indians,. are artists of the new movement in Mexico. pre-
sumably these who took part in the Mexican renaissance of 
the e2o•s. 
The central character in this s.tory is Ruben, the 
•most illustrious painter in Mexico." He is deeply in love 
with Is~bel, his mociel, who calls him .. Churro.. (a sort of 
sweet .cake made of dough and covered with honey and sugar) 
and fondly pulls his hair and dabbl.es his nose w.ith paint. 
Her lover is Ruben • s rival, but she canno·t leave with him 
until he sells one of his paintings, •• .... fo:r: everyone de-
clared Ruben would kill on sight the man who ,even attempted 
to rob ·him of Isabel. So Isabel stayed, and Ruben made 
eighteen ·different drawings of her for his mural., and she 
cooked for him occasionally, quarreled with him. and put out 
her long, red tongue at visitors she did not l~ke... Ruben 
adored her."4 one day, though,· Ruben's rival manages to 
sell a painting to a rich man, not .because his art is good, 
but because its col-ors are precisely what the man needs for 
a wall in.his new house. Isabel leaves a ludicrous message 
explaining that she has left for Costa Rica with her lover 
because he will not make her cook for him and will buy her 
4x. .. A. Porter. Collected Stories • • • , PP• 33., 34. 
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red slippers. 
Ruben can do nothing but talk abc:ut his lost Isabel 
and gorge himself -with all sorts of food, until the fol.ds of 
)lis flesh show like the dough with which the "churros" are 
made. His friends des·e.rt him, because they qe.t bor¢d of the 
same old story~ Ruben will not listen to their entreaties 
for him to continue his art, ... for his country and ·for the 
·world." Finally, one day, Ruben dies of a heart attack 
while eating at a restaurant called •The Little Monkeys," 
where he and Isabel used to go for late meals. Ruben's 
friends go to. the restaurant to g:et an account of the event 
from the owne·r. 
"But what did be s:;J.Y to you." in~isted Ramon, "at 
the final stupendous momel\t? It is most impc::irtant. 
The last words of .a great artist. ·They · s.ho.ul.d be very 
eloquent. Repeat them precisely, my dear . fellow! It 
will add splendor to the biography, nay, to th~ very 
history of ~rt itself, if they are eloquent .... 
· The proprietor nodded his head witli the air of a 
man that und~rstands everything. 
· ·:r know, X know. \tlell, maybe you will not believe 
me when I tell you that his very last words were a 
truly sublime message ·to you, his good: and faithful 
friends, and to the world. He said, gentlemen: 'Tell 
them I am a mar.tyx." ·to love. I perish in C1 c~:use 
worthy the sacrifice. l die of a broken heart:' and 
then. he said, 'Isahelita, my executioner!•!tS 
The irony in thE! story is perhaps a little too. evi-
dent to have a powerful effect.. .The purpose of ~iss Porter's 
approach, however, is not all lost: · she ridicules a mo.ve-
ment whi-ch perhaps had been the object. of too· .much propaganda. 
She also seems to be .r.idiculing Diego Rivera, one of Mexico• s 
SPorte.r, Ibid., p. 31. 
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Loyola which is· above Carlos•s head and to hide her face in 
Mamacita • s lap when she blushes at her own thoughts of lo.ve 
for carlos. Presen:tly Carlos asks for his old book of poems, 
b1lt Blanca does not know where it is. Violeta says she has 
i .t and goes to her room t.o qet it. Carlos follows her and 
in the darkness of her room kis.ses her. Violeta tries. to 
c;;ry out• but Carlos puts his hand over her mout.t"::. to prevent 
her from doing so, and explains the kiss aw.ay a$ a: matter of 
a cousin'~ familiarity. 
When they go back to the living room, Vioieta is 
sti1l more distressed to find that her s ·ister has found the 
book on the shelf where it belongs. Carlos, who ha.d planned 
.. 
a . trip to Paris, decides to leave (Mamacita had asked him to 
leave at a decent hour). He kisses Blanca good-by·e al).d turns 
to kiss Violeta, who can only ·see his "macaw eyes coming 
·closer ·and closer, the tight. smiling ntouth ready to sw()Qp, " 8 
and. falling backwarij~, !JCreams uf1c<>ritrollably. When sh·e· 
comes to, s~e is in bed, Mamacita ear.essing. her :br.ow a-nd 
telling her everything is fine. But Violeta cannot under-
stand what happened. 
During that sw:ru:ner she cannot bring herself to read 
carlos• s poetry·, and even makes caricatures of him. She )las 
not been able to solve the. problem in her mind, and when the 
new ~chool term ·be<Jins, she does not want to go to the con~ 
vent, where she say.s thetE! is nothing to learn. 
8 . • .. 
Ibid., p. 3L. 
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Yn this story Mins Porter's versatility is manifest. 
The action occurs within the walls of the bouse: Violeta 
feel.s that something in her feels as if "in a cage:" ·the 
church whe-re she goes is "a bigger cage." The continuous 
reference to enclosed places symbolizes the s .c:>cial .class- of 
Violeta's family, t~t portion of the Mexican society so 
closed and so conservative in its traditions. The children 
are educated in convents, they are very closely· guarded by 
their mothers (especially the young girls), in contrast to 
the Indians in "Maria Concepeion," who are young people of 
eighteen already hard a ·t work earning their daily brectd• 
The symbolic ti·tle is also ve·ry adequatet: violet is 
the traditional color for chastity and purity; the name -of 
the young girl serves to set o-f£, ironically, her des-ire for 
love. When her cousin has kissed her, she feels that she 
has been iinpure, and the feeling wi t1l which she is left is 
utter confusion, because she cannot distinguish between the 
pure, •virginal" love Qf Virgin Mary, and the carnal love, 
or -desire. of which s}le bec::·omes aware through her cous.in. 
To Miss Porter• s credit in this story is again her 
clear presentation of one more aspect of Mexican life. As 
in the previous stories, she does not inake any comment on the 
characters or their situation, but she does not need to, 
since her presentation is from the. inside. . :It is as if .she 
wer.e sitting at ease, invisible, · in the. living room with 
Mamacit.a: and v·ioleta, and can see carlos and Blan~a: and bear 
their murmured verses,· a .nd te~l the e[lclosedness of the family. 
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In '"l<taria c. o·.·n·.c·.e··p.c"on#" .,n.1.. u-
... ~ue ::-,artyr.• and "Virgin 
Violeta#" Miss Porter has provided a widely ranging vie-..t of 
Mexican life such as could have been told by a .native. 
Never.. in any of the stories, is ·the· reader a"'are, or could 
be~ that the writer comes from a different county and cul-
ture. ·In all three Miss Porter refrains from any kind of· 
comment that would give .her away, that would make the reader 
aware of her ·origin or nationality. Her characters are 
deeply Mexican, as well as her settings., which allow the 
read.et' to see three facets of Mexican l~fe, and the three 
clearly distinguishable social classes that exist in Mexico: 
the Indian, the artist, who generally belongs to the middle 
class. and the aristocracy;. 
From ·the n inside" stories., which I have termed 
• native,~ Miss Porter moves ·on to a set of three in which 
. 
flhe introduces the theme of alienation, in which her change 
of perspective emerge$• . 
Among her Mexican stories, "Flowering Judas•• most. 
emphatically illustrates the theme of alienation or of the 
expatriate .in a fore.ign l-and. In this story Laura, an 
American sirl· of twenty-two teaching in. Mexico at the time 
of the Obregon revolution, characterizes the theme of aliena-
tion. Laura lacks deep, inner identification with the events 
and the ·environment in which she lives. She is also pro-
foundly estranged from her surroundings. 
Laura the main character .is the story, works for 
. , 
one o£ the revolutionary leaders. Braggioni. a selfish, 
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vain" lus-tful man to· whom Laura. like many others, owes her 
pos'ition... In her case, she works as an English teacher 
among childr-en. 
At the opening of· the story we find Braggioni wait-
ing at Laura • s home for her return. For the past month he 
has devoted his a-ttention to her. Braggioni wonders at 
Laura • s "notorious virginity.. and at her reasons for taking 
part in the re~olution. Is she in love with .someone in it? 
No, she isn• t. Is someone in love with her? No, Laura does 
not think so. 
As the evening goes on, we find ·that Laura had visited 
the jail that mo·rning., and found that Eugenio, to whom she 
had taken sleeping pills, had committed suicide. Braggioni 
thinks Eugenio is a fool and continues to sing to l;aur.a in a 
voice she despises. · But Laura dares not tell him anything ... 
P.resently Braggioni leaves. Laura goes. to al.eep and 
bas a dream. In the dream, Eugenio leads her to a desolated 
spot and calls her murderer.. Laura tries to take his hand. 
but he will not let her. He then tells her he is taking her 
to death# but she refuses to go unless he takes her hand. 
Instead,. Eugenio takes ••the warm bleeding flowers" from the 
Judas tree (which has transported her· to the spot) and Laura 
eats them. Again Eugenio calls her murl}erer and "cannibal., 
this is my body and my blood.,.g Lau-ra cries, •no~" and at 
-9Katherine Anne Porter# Flowering Juda~ and Other. 
stories f p. 160. Hereafter the ~ge ·numbers WJ.ll appear 1n 
the text. for the next three stor1es. 
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the sound of her voice she .awakes in terror, and cannot 
sleep agaip. Thus the story ends. 
The symbolic inferences of Laura' s dream are many. 
Although •Flowering Judas• has been a favorite among re* 
viewers, for its symbolic content. the· symbolism in the 
story will only be referred to here in its relation to the 
theme o.f alienation. 
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Laura • s behavior in the story indicai;:e's that she is 
alienated in tbree different sens.es: 1) geographically:. 
2) psychologically# and 3) philosophically (religiously) • 
. Laura• s geographical alienation is the most obvious: 
she is the disillusioned expatriate in a foreign land .. 
Laura has left the United States for unstated reasons. We 
know only that "\lllinvited she bas promised "herself to this 
place; she can no longer imagine herself as living in 
another country, and ·there. is no pleasure in remembering 
het life before she came here .. (p. 145). S:he, by her own 
volition., became an exile. She alienated herself from the 
land that saw her groW and gave ·her the principles that 
would determine her fate, a fate which. once in Mexico , 
became "nothing, except as a testimony of a mental atti-
tude" (p ... 149). 
The "psy¢lological" and "phi.losophical" spheres of 
Laura• s alienation are hard ·to separate. They are inter ... 
twined and interwoven in a·n almost inseparable form. since 
Laura·• s behavior is somewhat determined by her philosophy--
or lack of it--and the nature of her religious belief-s, just 
,. 
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as her iriher turmoil has to do with. h er confused view of 
life. 
Laura • s part in the revolution is superficial: she 
any runs errands. warns the enemies· of the current regime of 
danger, gives them money provided by their leader. and 
visits her co-revolutionaries in jail, carrying fresh gossip 
and news. Her ~rticipation too is exterior. i.e., physi-
cal, and· not born of a. conviction of the wrongs of the pre-
vailing system, born not of a philosophical conviction of 
the rignts of the workers, the division of the. land, etc ... 
• • I suppose I don•·t really und·ers:tand the principles. • .. she 
says. "But she cannot help. feeling that she has b~en be-
trayed irreparably by the disunion between her way of living 
and. her feelings of ·what life should be" (pp. 141.-2) . 
In other words, Laura• s estrangement or alic11ation 
.. 
stems ~from a psychological problem--of a religious nature. 
Even though Laura participates, superficially, in the Mexi-
can revolutionary movement of the time, this action is more 
a symptom of her. inn¢r turmoil and a consequence of it rather 
than a self-fulfilli ng commitment to the :tevolu.tionary cause. 
Laura • s problem is that she cannot feel, she canno.t believe 
in anything. She is barren of feeling about virtually every-
thing. 
Born a Roman catholic, Laura appea.rs as an active 
member of one of the revolutionary factions, but yet • in 
spite of her fear of being seen by someone that would make 
a -scandal n£ it, sbe slips now and again into some crumbling 
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little church,., an action which i ·s "her own little heresyH 
(p. 142). He.r . dre.ss is nun-like,. a fact that betrays her 
religious fixation. Moreover. Laura will not \o,'ear lace 
made on machines, while it is on the machine that. the sai-
va.tion .of the worker rests. This fact reveals her aristo-
cratic preference for hand-made clothing .10 Thus, Laura 
lacks true ties with the revolutionary movement, because 
actually she does not beli.eve in the true precepts of the 
revolution. And in what does Laura· believe? "Precisely 
which. is the true nature of her .devotion, its true motives, 
and what are its obligations? Laura cannot say" (p. 145.). 
As a matt~r of f(lct, Laura believes in nothing. She is in-
capable of returning the love of her students, who write 
"we lov ar ticher" on the classroom board; she is incapable 
of returning the love of her suitors, restraining hersel.f 
sexuall''y.. Moreover. Laura has a passion for denial . Her 
ultimate .refuge is the sempiternal NO with which she faces 
everything that threatens to involve her. She refuses to 
know those whom she helps, and • the very cells of- her flesh 
rejec-t knowledge and kinship in one monotonous word. No. 
No. No. she draws her strength from this one holy talis-
manic· word which doe·s not suffer her to be led into evil. 
Denying everything,. she m~y walk everywhere in safety. she 
looks at everything without amazement•a (p. 141) • 
out of the dialectic position of. her Christi anity 
lOHendrick, P• 39. 
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and the revolution within Laura there is no possibility of a 
synthesis, which would be an accom."T\odation of· her Christian 
principles to the ph-ilosophy of .the· revolution, and thus a 
conscious .and active participation in the movement. Instead, 
she retreats into her attituae of denial~ consequently sepa-
rating herself froin any kind of conuni.tment. 
Perhaps one reason for her present emptiness is that 
she has become too intellectualized an<J cannot come to terms 
with t:he rcali ty that surrounds her. Laura is incapable of 
love. feeling. passion. true sympathy and :understanding: she 
is vapid, fearful and indecisive. Why does Laura so repeat-
edly say NO? It is hard to say. Her background perhaps has 
much to co with her present situation, but apart from the 
religious· concern which pervades her whole person and influ-
ences .to a high degre.e her way ()f being. nothing is known 
. 
about her past: she is loath to think ab()Ut her origin, and 
all the reader knows is that she has been trained in the 
Roman Catholic tradition• 
Laura • s dream offers th.e ultimate proof of her 
religious fixation. When she dreams. she. -can do it only in 
terms of what her subconscious mind· is fixed upon.: religion: 
and it is the religious symbolis~ in the dream that 9ives us 
the ultimate- clue to Laura•s alienation: she clearly shows 
that she wants to take Eugenio'.s hapd. Since Eugenio per-
sonifies death. it is clear :.that that is what she wants. to 
\:~ 
die. Laura wants ·to hold hands with death because there is 
no longer any place for her on earth_. "she is not at home in 
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the world" (p. 151) • She ins.ists so much on holding the 
hand of death {the plea for Eugenio to take her hand occurs 
thr¢e times in the dream} that she betrays her desire to 
die. to sever the ties with a world with which she cannot 
es-~ablish a rapport. There can be no redemption for Laura, 
because she is. incapable of love. She has--like Judas--
betrayed ·herself as a human being. Estranged even from her-
self, Laura• s ultimate desire is not only to aliena·te her-
self from the Mexican Revolu-tion, but from life itself ... 
The theme of alienation is also central in the stoxy, 
•That Tree... In i:t we see again, as in •Flowering Judas, .. 
the Afflerican expatriate in Mexico, the romantic dreamer who 
has quit his native land to fulfill his utmost desire: to 
sit under -a tree, free from the pre.occupations and responsi-
bilities of the world. 
The story, a dramatic monologue, contains two mai.n 
characters, an American journalist. and his guest-..;.presumably 
a woman--' through whose eyes we see the events of the story. 
The story recounts the failure of a man to lead the bohemian 
life he had dreamt of, the falsity of that dream, the fail-
ure of a ·ma:t"riage, tbe failure of a prim woman to -enjoy life 
Or SeX • .. • • 1
11 
.and atl Caused by their alienation. 
Tlle journalist-... he does not have a rl.(;lme in the story--
had come to Mexico to fulfill his dream ••because he felt it 
in his bones that it was the country for him" (p. 96). For 
11 id . . Ib •·• . p. 48. 
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three years, surr~unded by his friends--some Mexican artists, 
and his lover, a . young .Mexican Indian woman--he tries to 
accommodate to a simple, idle, romantic life wr.iting poetry. 
He writes "basketsfull.. (which he knows is no good). until 
hi'$ marriage to Miriam·, "a. ·nicely brought up Middle Western 
girl" ('p. 97), a school teacher he has been engaged to for 
the pas.t three years. }\fter four years of marriage., Miriam, 
unable to put up with her husband•s way of life, unabie to. 
understand the Mexican milieu, returns to her father and her 
native town in the United States.. The shock of Miriam's 
departure brings the .Protagonist to a new resolution. nHe 
hat~ star.ted out., you might say that very day, to make a 
career for himself in journali:Sm" (p. 96), a goal he achieves 
with astonishing. ease. In ·time he becomes an expert in 
Latin American revolutions and works. £or several American 
liberal magazines... Five years and· two wives later, a·t the 
time when the journalist and his guest are having drinks at 
the Mexico city cafe·, the journalist has decided to accept 
Miriam back, despite the previous "hatred" he felt towards 
her because she could not see life as he did. •1iriarn• s 
father has di-ed, she .is terribly lonely, and has realized 
that everything ·was her fault. Although the journali.st has 
decid·ed to accept her back , he will not marry her again., 
The underlying theme in "That ·Tree•t ·is alienation. 
The failure of the journalist to fulfill his dream, the 
falsity .of that dream, the failure o£ the journalist and 
Miriam•s .marriage, and Miriam•s failure to enjoy· life or 
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s-ex are due to the estrangement s"ffered; unconscious-ly. by 
both of them. 
M.iri.am's character br1.'nros t · d ';) o m1.n Laura, of "Flower-
ing Judas.." Like Laura, Miriam teaches; she· wears clothes-
into which she _practically disappears (.Laura wore ·nun-like 
clothing') • Like Laura, Miriam was disappointed at home: 
"she longed to live in a beautiful dangerous place among 
interesting pe~p'-e who painted .and wrote poetry,• because 
her li.f~ was dull and commonplace where she was. 
When she arrives in Mexico, .Miriam is disappointed 
by her surroundings. She cannot conceive of l'iving in an 
apartment barren of furniture, with only a bed and a stove 
and paintings by Mexican artists on the walls. She does 
not approve of -her husband's friends and .covers her nose 
when she goes to market. The native smell shocks her for-
eign senses.. once, at a -dance where. there was goin-g to be 
a sbooting, instead of u·sin<J her husband as a ·shield_ as 
the- Mexican women instinctively didk she dives under a. 
table to protect herself. This causes the journalist--to-be 
·; 
gre-a ·t enib.arrassment. j 
Miriam' 8 estrangement, unlike Laura·• s total aliena-
tion, is cultural as well as psychological, but she does not 
suffer from a complete lack ·o:f commitment to life. Her 
alienation .is cultural in her inability to adapt to a dif-
ferent way of fife, to the lo.cal .custom$, and. to the local 
ways and means without a "modern stearo-heat~d flat and 
Couples ·from the American colony" (p. 1.09) • artistic young 
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She cannot "walk the chalk line .. --a favorite expression of· 
hers when referring to her marriage--wi.th the Mexicans, and 
refuses to have an Indian maid. But Miri~~mts problem is 
evidently p_sycholC>gical. A bit naively, perhapslr she is 
unable to adapt to the w;,.y of life she precisely came looking 
for. She cared not a jot, once in Mexico, for her husband• s 
occupation--or lack ~f i.t. She calls him ., parasite" and 
•ne•er-do-well,.. and · eventually leaves hiln.. Miriam faiis 
completely to identify herself with her husband t s way of 
life;. which is mainly what she is estranged from. If Miriam 
shows one redeeming qua.lity or purpose which will .help her 
overcome her alienation it is the fact that she does look 
forward to a social pos·ition which she considers more dig-
nified and in which she will function. After all, she is 
a professional teacher, she is .. well brought.-up and not a 
prissy bore" (.p. 97.). When her husband has become a well-
known journalist and a best seller, she will be ready to 
return to him. ready to forget her sexual dissatisfaction, 
ready ·to forget that he lives inMexico. 
The journalist's case, at first glance, seems oppo-
site to Mi.riam' s situation. This is due to the superb way 
in. l'lhicb Mis·s Porter handles irony, an(l h6w she sets up 
seemingly dissimilar situations. At times the reader is 
. . 
convinced · that the journalist has achieved his qo.al. He 
is .metaphorically sitting under the heaven tree writing 
poetry. He li"es in close contact wi tb his Mexica.n artist 
friends and his I ·nd.ian. lover. Ironically, before Miriam • s 
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arrival, he -seems to be happy with his girl, but s-he even-
tually leaves him for another man after tricking }lim out of 
his furrliture. 
The journalist's total alienation occurs because he 
£ails· to understand his situation.: be fa.ils to understand 
that his dream is utopian and imposs-ible. Even his Mexican 
friends, who in a certain sense remain faithful to art. d<> 
something else to fu-lfill other,; less idealistic, aspects 
of their lives: he "lived to see Jaime ·take up with a r.ich 
old woman, and Ricardo. decide to turn film actor, and Carlos 
sitting easy with a government job, painting frescoes to 
order'• '(p. 112-13) • 
Miss Por.ter• s cynici sm p()ints out even further the 
journalist • s detachment. He excuses himself from pursuing 
art as a way of life by giving as .an example what some of 
his friends have done, and not by admitting, as he once did'. 
that he i~ just not good for art .. Good artists. have been 
able to· make a living from their work without having to 
.. take up with a rich old won'ian, •• or by working at regular 
jobs while practicing their art in their spare time. 
But instead of bringing together the id·eal and 
prac.tical aspects o:f his life when Miriam· departs, the 
journalist gives up completeiy his way of life, his notions 
about artists and art its-elf and becomes a successful 
journalist, thus es.trC\nging himself from his primary goal. 
•ais old-fashioned respectable middle-class hard-working 
American ancestry rose up in hitn and fought on Miriam.' s 
.., 
side .. (p. 113}. Like Miriam, he cannot fulfill his dream, 
not because it .is impossible, but because it is strange to 
him, 'it is foreign to lli.In, and be .cannot adapt to it. The 
journalist discovers his true self, so to speak, when he 
48 
realizes that his "sympathies 'happened to fall in exactly 
right with the high-priced magazines of a liberal slant. 
which paid him well for telling the world about the o:ppressecl 
peoples" (p. 116) • lie had found his ideal tree, he thought, 
in jO\li:'nalism, doing something diametrically opposed in prac-
tice to his original idea of. what life for him should be. 
Even at the time when he is telling the story, which is seen 
in .retrospect., the jour.nalist believes he has achieved his 
goal. The irony of his alienation,· his defeat, i·s enhanced 
by the fact that he £ails to realize that he has become 
exactly "like the newspaper bums, the drunken illiterates 
. 
that seemed to think they were good enough for Mexico and 
South America" (p. lOl). He thinks he ha·s fulfilled his 
dream, but he has not. He has accepted Miriam back after 
five years of separation but, he says, will not marry her 
again. His companion, though, is ready to .say, •• Don • t for-
get to invite me to your wedd.ing." She is· sure that it is 
he who will walk Miriam• s chalk line now, because he is· 
·forever estranged from his original dream, forever estranged 
from the sensibility to art he would never achieve, completely 
.out of touch with the Mexican reality. 
"l:lacienda" continues the theme of alienation in Mis·s 
llorter• s ~te~ican fiction.. . In this lo·ng story a .ll the 
I 
·, 
characters, .except the Indians at the pulque hacienda and 
PQssibly the Russian, Af1dreyev, are estranged from the 
environment in which they find themselves. They fail to 
identify themselves with the very same situation they eame 
·to . capture through their movie cameras. They fail, for 
example, to recognize the plight of the Ind'ian: they fail 
to recognize his state of medieval serfdom and the- injus-
tice of the social system in which he lives. The "revolu-
tion o:f .blessed memory.. has had no effect on the lives of 
these peons, \1rhose way of li·fe has been. exactly the same 
for the past few hundred years. 
11 Hacienda." is narrated in the first person.. The 
narra·ting "I .. is a woman writer who: simply records events .. 
49· 
but does not take part in the action. She is "strangely 
detached from the events," agrees George Hendrick, "and her 
. 
disengagement 1s an extension of the disengagement and iso-
lation of Laura in •Flowering Judas." 12 This lack of par-
tici:pa tion of the narra to·r has been found by critic Harry 
Mooney to be a major defect in the story, since the .narra-
tor, he conunents·, "has no integral £:unction." because ••she 
makes .no comment on it, and seems to serve maiJ\lY as are-
porter.u13 But seen in the ~ight of the analysis of. the 
development o.f the theme of alienation in Miss PO.rter•s 
l2Ib.id.'* p .. 45. 
13Harry J. Mooney, Jr.; The Fiction and c .ritici-sm of 
Katherine Anrie Porter (Pittsburg: The University of Pittsburg 
P~ess, 1957) ,. pp. 48-49. 
so 
fiction, the way in which this type of narrator function~ 
serves to (lemonstrate the degree of estrangement which her 
.characters have reached. .Moreover. it reflects. in fiction, 
the disillusionment that Miss Porter felt about the Mexican 
~evolution in her personal life. 
The plot in "Hacienda" is simple·: the nar.rator is 
invited to \to•ateh the filming of a picture about Mexico at 
the hacienda of Don Genaro and Dona Julia, Mexican aristo-
crats of Spanish descent. At the beginning of the story, 
she is met at a train station by .Kennerly, the American film 
manager fot" the Rus~ian moving-picture company, .and Andreye.v, 
a Russian cameraman. With them. she boards the train that 
will take them to the hacienda. Shortly after arriving at 
~e last stop before their d·estination, they learn from. an 
Indian l'outh of a terrible accident that has occurred. One 
of the·actors, Justino, has shot his sister (also an actress 
in the film) with a gun belonging· to the film company: 
Justino has fled, but }las been immediately pursued, cap-
tured,. and brought back by Vicente, another young actor in 
the troupe, and shortly thereafter put in jail. 
After listening to the account. Kennerly and his 
companions finally arrive at the hacienda. Gathered there 
we find a numerous assortment of,;cbaracters: Uspenski, the 
communist film "dlrector: Don ~enaro. the hacienda owner, 
and his wife, Dona Julia: Lolita. the .actress from Mexico 
City; Betaucourt; the censor .:represertting the Mexican 
government: .Montana, the songwriter, and a few other gue~sts. 
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They are all d-iscussing the. killing of the young actress, 
which has stopped the production ·of the film. The next day, 
the narrator leaves for the city and the. story ends. 
The narrator is not the only, or the mos.t important. 
ex~mple o£ al.ienation in •Hacienda." Tlle _people gathered 
at Don Genaro•s farm represent a microcosm of the fol:'eign 
interests that have always been present in }.texico, favored 
by the Diaz government and who, t .ogether with the Mexican 
bourgeoisie, have .carried on business, Mexican Revolution: 
or not.. :en "The Mexican Trinity," a report from Mexico 
City da·ted July, 1921, Katherine Anne Porter wrote: 
Has any other country be-sides Mexico so many types 
of enemy within the gates? Here they are both fo.reign 
and native,. ho.stile to each other by tradition. but 
mingling their ambitions in a common cause... The .1-tex:i-
can ca-pitalist j "oins forces w.i,th the Ame·rican against 
his revolutionary fellow-countryman. 'l'he Catholic 
Church enlists the he-lp of Protestant stra·nge·rs in 
th~ subjugation. of the Indian. clamoring for his land. 
Reactionary Mexicans work faithfully with reactionary 
foreigners to achieve their ends by .devious means • 
. The Spanish, a scourge of Mexico, have plans of their 
own and are no better loved than they ever were. The 
British, All\ericans and French seek political and fi-
nancial PQ~er, Oil 1 and mineS- a splendid hor de Of · 
invaders, they are dis trustful of each other. but 
unable to disentangle their inte·rests.. Then there 
are the nati ve bourqeoisi~ much resembling the 
bourgeo.isie elsewhere, who ·are opposed to all idea 
of revolution, .. • • a!ld .li'ke the politicians they 
are . pathe.tically unanimous in the.i:t' belle£· that big 
business will save the country.l4 
The characters in uHacienda•• represent the sort of 
people and interests described in the passage above.. Don 
14xatherine Anne- Porter, The Collected Essays.and 
O~casional. Writings of J<a therine Anne Porter (New York: 
Delacorte Press, 1970), P• 400• 
'! 
Genaro and Dona Julia belong t() the aristocracy.: they are 
also Spaniards., *'the scourge of. Mexico ... •• Their farm bas 
survived revolts • .uprising's., and land reform laws. and has 
remained unchanged for generations. Don Genaro ana Dona 
Julia live in their own social sphere. totally detached 
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from the plight of the Indiai} they exploit~ their love for 
fa-st cars and airplanes, the people they live- with, the con-
dition in life they are used to, could not be .more removed 
from tbe crudity in which their peons live. 
Kennerly is the representative of the American busi-
nessman. He is of the "pullman" class, the kind of man who 
goes to the extreme of bringing California oranges all the 
way from the United states a·nd. drinking warm beer from a 
bottle so as not to risk infection from the "filthy pa.ws of 
the Indians," whose smell. for him, •• pou,red, simply poured 
like mi'ldewed pea soup•• (p. 224).. Kennerly is the cool 
businessman who loses his temper only when the interests of 
the Hollywood p~ople he· represents are in danger. When in-
formed of the death of Justino's sister. his sole- concern is 
for the possible damage suit by the girl 1·s family. He asks 
in a frenzy if the accident happened on the set; when he 
finds out it had not, he .exclaims. •oh, I see. Well., let• s 
hear the rest of it. If he wasn't on the $et. then it 
doesn• t matter_. (p. 246). Ke nne,rly does not care about the 
human life ·that has been lost: a thought about the .girl does 
not even cross his mind. 
Andreyev, the Russia n cameraman, is always thinking 
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about Russia • . Of the whole lot, Andreycv· appears less de-
tached than the rest of the company: he, at least, tries to 
. -. . 
s1ng J.n SpanJ.sh. But apart from t11is fac~, he is as much a 
businessman as. the rest·: h~ know.s that. such a tiling as a 
suit agail1st the company because o£ someone• s death is some-
thing unheard of in a comttry like Mexico. When Kennerly 
mentions such a possibility, Andreyev rebuffs him for· almost 
· gi-ving the Mexicans strange notions about s~ch a t}ling; 
their ignorance about such matters gives him his peace of 
mind. 
Betancourt, one of the Mexican advisers to Uspenski. 
i~J Mexican by bir~th, French-Spanish by blood. French by edu-
cation~ -~ representative of the foreign powers syn'll:>olicaily 
embod :i.ed in him,,. lliS duty during the filming is "to see that 
nothing hurtful to the national -dignity got in the way of 
the foreign cameras.. (p .• 253). The irony is incisive, and 
serves to set off his detachment from the India_n national 
di9nity and the true situation of his country: "·Beggars, 
the poor,. the deformec;l, trust Betan9oux:t to brush tl'letn 
away.. (p. 253). -when reterring to· the acci;dent of the Mexi-
can actres·s, he says, ••t am sorry for everything., but when 
you consider what her. life would have been like in this 
place, it .is m\lch better that she is dead" (p .• 253) • 
Carlos Montana, the Mexican songwriter, whose songs 
were once so popular as t.o be the only ones heard in Mexico, 
bas become a .failure. Thi·s character is perhaps the most 
1 . 1 h lo·st popu_·tarity of his songs, his rev-ea 1ng of al .. T e 
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love for Mexic~n folklore (which symbolizes the popular 
revolution) , all have .failed. ~ After all Cax;los, th~ M.~xi­
can, ·the pOpular hero, has been ensnared by the enemy of 
Mexico, the businessman. It is Betancourt who has gotten 
him a job., and it is also Betancourt who -calls him a fail-
ure • Now c ·arlos forms part of this -group to whose connec-
tions in business he owes his survival. .He could not hilve 
survived by living ·the ideals of the Mexican people, just 
as ~he Mexican Revolution co.uld not have· triumphed. He, 
too, for all his sentimentality, is detached from the 
reality in which the majority of t .he Mexican people live. 
He is now part of the club of international businessmen 
who really run the country. 
The alienation of this group as a whole is what makes 
•aacienda" so interesting. The contrast between Don Genaro• s 
house ·and its guests, and the actual pulque~makin~ hacienda 
strikes the reader forcibly. The detachment of the group i-s 
such that the place itself appears as through a haze. The 
India~ lives i,_ a world. so apart from the world of the 
kennerlys, the· Betancoul:'ts, and the Montanas that the camera 
captures that world .in its f~ll objective reality: 
The camera bad seen this unchanged world as a land-
t;cape with figures~ bu1: figures under the doom irnposu~d 
by the landscape. · The c=losed dark faces were full o -f 
instinctive suffering, without individual memory. or 
only the kind of memory animals may have, who when 
they feel the whip know they suffer but: do not ~now 
why and cannot imagine a remedy • • • • Death 1n these 
pictures was a procession with lighted candles, love 
a matter , of vague gravity_~ <>f clasped hands and two 
$CUlptured figures inclining toward each. other • ~ven 
the fig:ure of the Indian in. his loose ·wh1.-te clothl.ng, 
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weathered and: molded to his flat-hipped, i\arrow-waisted 
body; leaning·b~tween the horns of the maguey, his mouth 
te> the gourd, h1s burro wl th the casks .on .either siae 
waiting with : ~anging head. for his load, and this formal 
traditional tragedy, beautiful and hollow. (p. 236) 
The Indi an remains as~ unchanged as his world, and as 
dead as· the pictures that portray him. The doom with which 
. . 
Miss Porter s~ees the . Indian is .the doom caus.ed by the alien-
ated, estranged foreigner and Mexican whose· interests have 
. 
. deta.c;hed the latter from the tr.uly autochthonous inhabitant 
of the country. The immense gap between the world of the 
Indian and the world of the Mexican ruling class and .fts 
foreign pattiu!rs, Miss. Porter seems to say, will never be 
1 d. r n nar·ro· w· e· ·d A·t ·Don Genaro• s ranch .. ,... an army is c ose , o eve ... . . .. 
present to prevent any change: the ideals of the Mexican 
Revolution of 191 0 will never trifunph. 
The following chapter presents a cortelusion of this 
argument. 
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Chapter 5 
FINAL ANALYSIS AND CO~CLt1SIOtt 
From complete ilntnersion in ••Maria concepcion" Miss 
Porter moves to the alienated figures in • Hacienda. • The 
pessimistic atmosphere which encloses the farm, the dead 
figures of the Indians, the statue"-like positions in which 
they are descr.ibed, parallels Miss .Porter• s dissatisfaction 
wl th the state ()f things in Mexico when the story was pub-
lished (1934) • "It would be naive to assume that Miss POrter 
could not see the de~ects of some of the people~ especially 
the politicians in P'wer, d1,1ring "heY stay in )texico. But it 
is clear that she had great hopes for the Mexican Revolution: 
in Mexico she had had, in 1921, "the most urvelous, natural, 
spontaneous experience in ntl' life•~l She had gone to study 
Mexican art.: ahcJ was so impressed ,by it that toge"ther with 
- " • ed th" t•rst inter;.. 
some "Mexican artist friends she orgam.z e 1 · 
na.tional exposition of autoehthono~ arts and crafts in 1922 '-
" . .A l""'s c" "alifornia... The· reb.irth o.f. 
which took place in Los "nge ~ • 
. " ." "b. f her art (•Haria Con-
Mexican art coincides w.1..th the b1rt 0 · 
) She recognized Mexican art 
·cepcion" ·was pUblished in 1921 • · 
. . . . . . •• . .. rview,• J(~therine _Anr.s 
laarbara Thompson~ ·An Inte .· . · ck aa,rtley af\Cl Geor9c 
Porter.: A ,Critical symposl-JW!, . ed • ~odw~f Georgia Press, 1969) • 
Core (Athens, Georgia: The Un1vers1.t1 · · 
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as •• something very natural an~ acceptable., a feeling f .or 
al;'t consanguine ~ith my· own, unfolding in a reVolution 
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which returned to find its freedoms in profound and honorable 
sources ... " 2 Those honorable sources. the Indians and the P90r 
of Mexico, are the principal cha·racters in .. ~aria concepcion., •• 
living in their own habitat, with their worries and tribula--
tions, but perfectly content with their way of life.. By 
1931, however, .as Miss Porter describes in her essay .. Leav-
ing the Petate, •• the mentality of the Indian and peon is to 
acquire a brass bed as. a status symbol; but even if the 
situation has changed a bit by then, some of her maid's 
children "may become mestizo revolutionaires. and keep up 
the work of saving the Indian." 3 The tone .is highly ironic-: 
if the Indian still has to be saved, the Revolution, for 
Misa Porter. has not accomplished what it set out to do. 
By the year 1923·, the .catholic Church had regained 
some of its old prestige and wealth. Miss Porter writes in 
•The 'Fiesta of Guadalupe," recognizing the negative effect 
of that institution in the history of the Indian: 
It is not Mary Guadalupe nor her son Jesus Christ 
that touches me. It is· my friend Juan Diego I re-
member, and his people I see. kneeling in scattered 
ranks on the fla-gged floor of their church, fixing 
their eyes on mystic, speechless things. It is their 
ragged hands I see, and their wounded hearts tha·t I 
2Katherine Anne Porter, 11 Why I Write About Mexico,• 
:rile Collected Essays and Occasional Writings of .Katherine 
Anne Porter (New York: Delaco.t.te Press, 1970), p. 356. 
3Ibid •• "Leaving the Petate," p. ·393. 
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4 
In ·1933, ten . years later, .the InC:liC1ns were still a.s 
poor as they had always been. During: the campaign for the 
elections :to be ·held ·that year, Lazaro ca·rdenas, says Anita 
B·renner, •• campaigned as if in war" in the small towns and 
villages. He sounde4 like Madero in .his speeches, and the 
peasants, with outstretched hands, called to him •Lazaro 
. - - ~ -. . . . . 
~ . . f(lther • . . help us!•• 5 
'l'his is the situation portrayed by Miss Porter in 
"Hacienda, .. a situation ~ornpletely hopeless for the :Indian 
masses an.d the proletariat of .Melc:ico, who w.ill live forever 
"in a deathly qream." 
Some critics have f .ound "Hacienda" incomplet=e, re-
qarding it as mere notes for a. novel, inconclusive, o~ silt\ply 
an artistic· fc:tilure. They fail to ·see it in the light of 
. 
Miss Porter' .s o .ther writings about Mexico or in the context 
of all her Mexican stories.. Taken in this sense. "Hacienda• 
is nQthing b~t the culmination, the inevitable conclusion, 
of ·.its author's view .of het familiar country., a cle.ar state"":" 
ment of her opinion of the situation at the time of the pub-
lication of the story. Moreover, the ·maod in •Hacienda" pre.-
cludes that of ShiR .~Fools .. Miss Porter•s later novel, in 
which her negative attitude has transcended Mexico (where 
4tbid... "The Fiesta .of GuadaluPe, • p. 398. 
5Anita .Brenner, The Wind That .sweet Meiico: Histoxy 
of the Mexican ·Revolution, · 1910-1942 (Austin: The university 
of Texas Press, 1~43), p·. 90. · 
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she had seen "clowns like Hitler") and embraces the entire 
world. ·In one o~ he.r las.t interviews.. Miss Porter, talking 
aboU.t her disenchantment about the Russian Revolution o .f 
1917 and the eve·nts that took place in Europe during Hitler• s 
t~~ .. she comments: 
· Of course, I . had seen all that in Mexj:co. The 
revolutionaries, <jood ones and bad ones.. Za-pata and 
Villa, they tore !-1ex'ico apart. The poor stayed poor. 
They redist;ributed the land and it• s all hack in · the 
hands C>£ the rich landowners~6 
Miss Porter•s work on Mexico is clear testimony o.f 
her· abilities as a writer. In it she has fu·sed ·her profound 
sensibility for the characteristics of a suffering people 
with the admirable style of a consummate artist,. to present 
a change of perspective ina very personal experience. 
6Henry .Allen, "Y9ll ca11' t surprise ~et A veteran wri-
tei With A Secret in Her Closet,~ ~n Francisco Chro1·licle_. 
November 7, 1974, p. 29. · 
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